Puppies At Liberty
2257 South Fork Ridge Road, Liberty, KY 42539
Phone: 606-303-0946
Contact@PuppiesAtLiberty.com
Buyer:______________________________________________
agrees to obtain from the Breeder a Sex:________________ Color:__________________________________
Name:_________________ Date of birth:_______________ Sire:________________ Dam:_______________
For the amount of $_________ Tax:$________ Plus shipping of:$___________ Less deposit:$____________
Total:$___________________

Puppy Adoption Agreement
Health Guarantee: We, the Breeder, guarantee that upon purchase, the puppy is in good health and has been
immunized and wormed to its accompanying health record. The puppy has been vet checked and has a health
certifcate. We do encourage you to take your puppy to a veterinarian (at your cost)  aeer you have received your
puppy as we do have a 72 hr. (3 days)  replacement policy if for some reason it is found to have a major health
problem as diagnosed by a licensed veterinarian (DVM) . However, any minor conditons that am easily correctable
and will go away are not covered by our replacement policy. We will reimburse you for the cost of
medicaton/procedure only if the puppy taken to a veterinarian within 72 hrs. (3 days)  of purchase.
1 Year Geneti Health Warranty: We do try to ensure that you purchase a genetcally healthy puppy and if in case
your puppy is found to have a genetc disorder (such as hip and elbow dysphasia, pathological spinal disorder,
luxatng patella, and a contnuing open fontnel)  as diagnosed by a licensed veterinarian within one year of purchase,
we will- #1.-exchange your puppy for one of equal value, or #2.-reimburse vet costs but not exceeding the original
price of the puppy. There are however, no warrantes against common sickness or accidents incurred on your part
aeer the puppy is in your possession. All regular health care maintenance and immunizatons are the buyers
responsibility as described below.
Owner's Responsibility: You, the new owner, agree to take care of this dog; feeding and housing it properly and
maintaining its vaccinatons and de-wormings. You also agree to see to its proper physical and emotonal care and
welfare. You assume all responsibility for any accidents or injuries caused by the misbehavior of the puppy aeer it is
in your possession. The death, injury or loss of said dog, due to thee, carelessness, recklessness, abuse, neglect, heat
stroke, Or accident will not enttle you (owner)  to any compensaton from us (breeder) . This dog is warranted only
for the purpose of being a companion animal; not for any other purpose or reason, such as breeding or show, etc.
Notes:__________________________________________________________________________________
This is the entre agreement between the partes and is valid and agreed to by all partes. All partes have read and
agreed to this contract in full by signing below.
Breeder:___________________________________ Buyer:_________________________ Date:__________

